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I have found on many forums people post to seek suggestions about selecting 

google play books or kindle. At the same time, warm-hearted persons reply to 

the post with various opinions. They maybe just reply in their own perspective. 

And people may still get confused and can't get their problems solved or 

make a right decision after reading these replies. That's why I'm writing this 

article google play books vs kindle. 

In this article, I will make a comprehensive comparison between google play 

books and kindle from three aspects: basic information about these two kinds 

of books; devices and apps for buying and reading them; range of books on 

each purchasing platform. Surely you can gain a great knowledge of these two 

kinds of books and make a better choice after reading this guide. 

Basic information about google play books and 

kindle books 

First I will list the basic information about the formats and drm these two 

kinds of books support and their purchasing platforms. You can have a clear 

knowledge about it. 
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  Google Play books Kindle books 

Supported formats EPUB, PDF AZW, AZW3, MOBI,.... 

Supported drm Adobe drm Kindle drm 

Purchasing platform Google Play Amazon 

From the above table, we can see these two kinds of books support different 

formats and drm. Before buying them, make sure you have the right devices 

to read them. 

Devices and apps for buying and reading them 

1Comparison between devices for buying and reading 

these two kinds of books 

1. Analyzing from the number of popular devices supporting the native 

purchasing and reading of these two kinds of books, google play books 

obviously gain the upper hand. For Google play books support epub and pdf 

formats which are quite common and accessible on various other devices, 

such as nook, sony, kobo, etc. Besides, google play books are protected by 

Adobe drm just like many other kinds of books. So if you choose to buy 

google play books, you have no problem to read them freely on the above-

mentioned devices. That's really convenient. 

On the contrary, kindle books mainly support azw, azw3 and mobi formats 

which are incompatible with other devices. Even if you have converted the file 

formats to epub or pdf, you have to consider another problem- kindle drm 

protection, which sets up another obstacle for you to read kindle books on 

other popular devices. 

2. From the systems these two kinds of books are accessed on, kindle books 

win the competition. If you buy kindle books you can read them on virtually 

any system, i.e. even windows rt. Whereas with Google Play Books you are tied 

to primarily android. 



2Google play books app vs Kindle app 

Google play app and kindle app make it possible for you to read them on 

some incompatible devices which allow reading apps, such as to read google 

play books on kindle fire, read kindle books on nook HD, koboarc or iPad.  

The following are some user reading experience about these two reading apps. 

1. With kindle you can use it on everything, phone, tablet, pc, etc. You can 

send a kindle file of your book to a reviewer or whoever, but you can't do that 

with google books. 

2. In kindle app you can download the dictionary and look-up words when 

reading without having to leave the app or even the page you're on. 

3. There are many websites where you can download free books in your kindle 

app(there are several formats).You don't have to get everything directly from 

Amazon in order to read it on Kindle app. Google Books does not allow that. 

4. Though the kindle apps are disgraceful, they are available on nearly every 

platform. 

5. Google Play has the page curl animation while kindle is a straight sliding 

motion. 

6. You can change the font, and the openness to read all kinds of ebooks in 

google play books app. 

7. Google play books app allows no option to auto download books. Unless 

you pin the added books, it starts to save the entire books to your device. 

With the corresponding reading apps installed in your tablet, you don't need 

to remove drm or convert file formats while reading these two kinds of books. 

However, if you want all your books in one place or you don't want to install 

such reading app, you can choose to strip drm and convert the file format to 

the target format by using this tool. It helps you remove drm as well as 

convert formats. 

Download the tool for free: 

http://www.epubor.com/ultimate.html


Windows Version Download Mac Version Download 

Google Play vs Amazon 

Google play and Amazon are two of the biggest e-reader manufacturers and 

ebook sellers. They both own their advantages and disadvantages. Here I will 

make a general comparison between amazon and google play. 

1Amazon ebookstore vs Google Play 

1. Quantity and price of ebooks 

Amazon covers more ebooks and usually with cheaper price. 

2. Feature 

Amazon has the most new author and indie author free and 99 cent ebooks. It 

includes sales rankings for any books while Google Play doesn't provide such 

sales rankings. Their bestseller page is the only indication of how well a book 

is doing. 

2Amazon appstore vs Google Play 

1. Selection of apps 

Google Play has more than 

600,000 apps, while Amazon 

App Store provides only about 

47,000 apps. 

Amazon offers over 100,000 choice of TV shows and movies, whereas Google 

Play claims that it covers "thousands" of movies and TV shows. About this 

aspect, they are on the same level. 

However, the Amazon App Store owns no notable exclusive content while 

Google Play does. Though a lot of mainstream Android apps are available in 

both appstores, thare are still many famous apps you can only find in Google 

Play, such as Instagram and Hulu Plus. 
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2. Purchasing channel 

All that you buy through Google (apps, music, magazines, movies/TV, books) 

is available through the one Google Play store. Amazon, in contrast, is not that 

convenient. You can only purchase books or magazines through its kindle 

store. For music, movies, TV shows, you have to go to the Instant Video store. 

3. Benefits and service 

Amazon provides its customers a diverse app for free every day. Besides, 

customers are permitted to try out some apps for free in their web browser to 

check out whether the apps are the ones they need. 

Google lets customers have 30- or 14-day trials when subscribing to 

magazines. Similar to this, it also allows users to have a free one-time listen of 

a song. 

Google allows users to return the apps for a refund in 15 minutes after they 

purchasing it. For Amazon customers, they can contact the customer service 

to get a refund if they are not satisfied with the apps purchased from Amazon.  

In conclusion, you can make a right decision about choosing Google Play 

books or kindle according to the above listed user experiences and their own 

advantages and disadvantages. 

Related Readings 

 How to Remove Google eBookstore DRM 

 Kindle Fire HD vs. Google Nexus 7 
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